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'fHEJ OHIGIN OF SPECIES IN SEXUALLY REPRODUCING PLANTS

Researches of the last and the present centuries have clearly demon·strated the role of gene mutation and chromosomal changes in the
evolution of species in plants (DOBZHANSKY, 1947). Speciation, as is
known to-day, can be brought about, not only through well-establi!3hed
genie changes and changes in chromosome number, but also through
alterations in the structure of chromosomes, perceptible or imperceptible. Species of Ribes) C(llf'ica) Streptocarpus (Vide LAWRENCE et al.,
1939; DARLINGTON and JANAKI-AMMAL, 1945; GATES, 1951) are regarded
(*) 35, Ballygunge Circular Road. Calcutta, 19 (India).
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as concrete evidences of evolution being affected without any change in
chromosome number or marked alteration in their structure. No conspicuous difference in the karyotype can be drawn between different
species of these gener~, though it has been considered that minor translocations and deletions must have played a certain role in the origin of
these species. On the other hand, the genus LiJlimn (STEWART, 1948), in
its innumerable species, all having more or less constant chromosome
numbers, exhibits minor alterations in their karyotypes, specially
involving the nucleolar chromosomes. These differences are now
considered as the cytological criteria of distinguishing one species from
another. Finally, a genus like Crepis (BABCOCK, 1947) proYides an
outstanding example, exhibiting the influence of gross chromosomal
changes, or more precisely, karyotypic changes, in the evolution of its
different species.
In all such instances, changes - whether affecting the genes or the
segments of chromosomes - are not at all effective if they involw only
the nuclei of the somatic cells. Irrespective of their origin in somatic
or in pollen mother cells, their presence in the latter is of absolute
necessity for their transference to gametic nuclei. Speciation in normally sexually reproducing genera, comprising the majority of the
Angiosperms, is thus absolutely under the control of such phenomena
occurring spontaneously in nature.
In addition to this, the advantageous application in Agri- and
Horticultural practices of the well-known «Bud mutation>> or somatic
mutation, occurring in the meristems of the bud, is well-known. In
nature, such bud mutations are often preserved in plants which pro·
pagate through vegetative means.
The above-mentioned fads clearly reveal that so far as the sexually
reproducing plants are concerned, no difficulty is encountered in
accounting for their mode of speciation. Any chromosomal change, jf
it is not drastic enough to cause the nonviability of the gametes, can
be re13ponsible for the origin of new forms, thus contributing to speciation in those types of plants which propagate through sex.

PROBLEM OF SPECIATION IN VEGETATIVELY REPRODUCING PLANTS
But in plants where the effective mode of propagation is only
through vegetative means, it is obvious that the mode of speciation
should be entirely different too. Any chromosomal change, which is
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dependent for its reproduction through gametes, is to be ignored while
searching for clues to the problem of species origin in this group. Such
vegetative reproduction is the general rule in a number of monocotyledonous plants, which are mainly cultivated for ornamental or other
economic purposes. The best examples are afforded by a number of
Aroids, Lilies, Amaryllids, Commelinas and Dioscoreas. It is not possible for us to evade the issue by simply considering that the species in
these groups have attained a static stage since their cultivation and
consequent attainment of vegetative reproduction as the only effective
mode of propagation. In that case, the assumption involves that these
species, which we at present see around us, were produced while they
were still in the wild state, a state in which they maintained their
capacity for sexual reproduction. S.uch a contention seems rather
fallacious in view of the occurrence of such a large number of species
which are continually being produced in nature and during horticultural
practices. The only issue which needs comdderation is their mechanism
of speciation which is rather well achieved even in the absence of an
effective sexual reproduction. It is needless to emphasize that, the
vegetative tissue being the principal factor responsible for the production of sister plants in these types, the mechanism of speciation should
be operative within their body cells. That chromosomal changes can
affect the somatic cells or can arise in them, have been amply demonstrated in cases of bud mutation. But in bud mutation so far known.
the branches generally become affected and they can be maintained either
through sexual reproduction in nature or by grafting in agri-horticultural practices. Sexual reproduction being not an effective process here,
bud mutation, as it is known to-day, or more precisely, in its present
form, cannot therefore account for speciation within this group.

EVIDIDNCE FOUND I~

Caladium bicolor LIDADING TO A DIFFI<JRIDNT OUTLOOK

In order to investigate this issue, researches have been focussed in
this laboratory by the author and his research students on the study of
chromosome behaviour in plants, propagating in general through vegetative means. A la.rge number of species belonging to families like
Amaryllidaceae, Liliaceae, Aroideae and Dioscoreaceae have been investigated from this aspect, and the observations have been reported
from time to time. The results uptil now gathered show a good deal of
consistency in certain respects in most of the species, which, the author
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hopes, would not appear to the reader a.s insufficient evidences in
formulating a concept af' regards speciation in these specialized groups
of plant. Certain features of chromosome behaviour, of frequent occurrence, are the characteristics of all of them, which are not commonly
met with in species propagating mainly through sexua.I means. Thi~
specialized behaYiour which seems apparently to be an anomaly, may be
regarded as an adaptation concerned with their problem of speciation.
The significant uniformity in the behaviour of the ehromosomes, the
evidences of their significance and the important inferences which may
be arrived at, have all been discussed later in the text. At the onset, it
may be stated that the data so far gathered and the theory that can be
deduced from them still lie at a tentative level and need further corroboration from still more different species, specially to support the validity
of a generalized statement. Experimental attempts, needed for the direct
confirmation of the contention arrived at, are at present being made at
our laboratory. The author would be grateful if the shortcomings and
fallacies are pointed out and rectified, and the gaps filled up through
the co-operation and suggestions of his valued colleagues in different
research centres.
While deaUng with the somatic chromosomes of Oaladinm bicolm·..
var. verschaffettii (SHARI\IA and DAs, 1954) a commonly cultivated
horticultural Indian Aroid, an interesting peculiarity was noted in the
behaviour of the chromosomes of wgetative tissue. It iR significant that
the plant is cultimted entirely through vegetative means and though
:flowering has been obserwd in some eases, se('ds have newr been found
to form. It is cultivated specially for the ornamentation of the lt>aves
and the different species and varieties mainly differ with respect to
markings, colora.tion and other c-haracters of the IeaveR. Peculiarity,
in the structure and behaviour of chromosomes, waR mainly noted in
the inconstancy of the karyotypes in the cells of ewn the same root-tip.
In addition to normal cells, distinguished by having fourteen pairs of
chromosome with a constant karyotype, cell13 were often encountered
differing from the normal oneR, not only in chromosome structure or
number, but in some cases even involdng both. The frequeney of
occurrence of Ruch abnormal nuclei were of course relatiwly low as
compared to the normal ones. No diRtinct zonation of their occurrence
could be traced, contrary to the cases often met with in polysomaty.
Such abnormal nuclei were found in large nnmberR, occurring of cour:o;e
at random. In addition to increase in chromosome number in an irregular manner, possibly involving non-disjunction, both fragmentation
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and translocation were found to operate in changing the karyotypes in
abnormal nuclei. A number of metaphase plates with such altered
karyotypes were noted and in eaeh ease their origin could be followed
through distinct chromosomal ehanges of different types from the normal
one (SHARMA and DAs, l. c.). Meiotic divisions, when occurring in rare
eases, were found to be highly abnormal, refo]ulting in about 90%
sterility of the pollen grains. Seed-setting rould not be detected.
In order to account for the origin of different chromosome types,
translocations involving both broken and unbroken ends were assumed
to ocrur,- an assumption of course eontrary to the general belief. But
as no other means could be traced to explain, this was considered to be
the only possible way, and the sticky consisteney of the telomeric heterochromatin was supposed to facilitate the operation.
Gradually, the investigation was extended to other varieties of
Caladium bicolor and in all these eases, sueh abnormal nuclei were
found to oreur in large numbers, along with the normal ones, in somatic
eells. A pecularity, -whieh was noted on c-omparing the karyotypes,
was the fact that some of the abnormal c-hromosome types of some species
were found to be constituents of the normal karyotype of another variety.
For example, the normal type D, with supernumerary constriction, of
Cala.diztm bicolor) var. verschajjcttii (fig. la) could be homologized with
the abnormal type B, in a variation plate of C. bicolor) var. chantini
(fig. 14). Such simila.rities of chromosome types, which are the constituents of the normal complement of one and are abnormal types of
another, are quite apparent in a closer scrutiny of the complements,
both normal and abnormal, of different species.

EARLIER REPORTS, RELI<~\'Al\'T TO THE COXCEPT SUGGESTED

It may be recalled in this connection that eases of sueh abnormal
numbers in the somatic cells, not nec·essarily of eourse in the same
root-tip and including even different individuals of the !'lame species,
were noted by previous authors, in several species cultivated mainly
through vegetative means (SATO, 193(), 1942: RAGHAVAX and VENKATASUBRAN, 1939 etc.). In the same root-tip cells of Scilla amethystina
(SHAHl\IA, 19GGa) abnormal nudei were reeorded, following translocation
allll deletion. Sueh cases, as previously recorded, were eonsidered to be
of sporadic oceurrence and eonsequently, their significance eould not be
fully realized then. About four years ago, in this laboratory, somatie
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cells with forty-two, forty-eight, sixty, sixty-six and seventy-two chromosome~ were recorded, along with normal nuclei having forty-eight
chrm;nosomes in Zephyrarnthes mesochloeay an Amaryllid propagated
principally through bulbs. As the abnormal numbers were found to be
PLATE

I - "Variations in somatic cells in Liliaceae.

HenwrocaUis Dumortieri, normal (2n

Figs. 1-5. -

= 22)

and variation (2n

= 30,

20. 38,

22) metaphase plates respectively.
Figs. G and 7. -H. fult'a ,·ar. rqsea, normal (2n = 22) and variation metaphase with 11
chromosomes.
Figs. 8-10. -

H. ful,;a var. maculata, ·normal (2n = 3.':1) and variation (2n = 34 . .'J2)

metaphase respectively.
Figs. ll-1G.- H. a:urantiaca major, normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 20, 21, 21. 2G)
metaphase respectively.
Figs. 16-18. -

H. Thunbergii, normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 21, 20) metaphase

respectively.
Figs. 19 and 20. -

H. 8il'ius, normal

(2n = 22) metaphase and variation (2n =23)

anaphase respectively.
Figs. 21-24. -

H. oitrina, normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 11, 20. 18) metaphase

respectively.
Figs. 2:i-27. -

H.

lris Perry, normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 11, 14) metaphase

respectively.
Figs. 28-30. -

H. Im.perator, somatic metaphase with 22 and 1(; ('l'ype I) and 22 ('l'nJe IT)

chromosomes respectively.
Figs. 31 and 32. -

H ..~il!erica·, normal (2n = 3.':) and variation (2n

= :11) met:tphaRe

rl~spectively.

Figs. &3-35. -

H. Arjun, somatic meta])hase with 22 and 16 ('l'ype II) chromosomes

respectively.
Figs. 36-38. -

H. Manorama, somatic metaphase with 22 and 24 ('l'ypt- I) and 22

(Type II) chromosomes respectively.
Figs. 39-40. -

HemerocwUis sp., normal (2n

= :l.'J)

and varintion (2n = :14) metaphaRe

respectively.
Figs. 41 and 42. -

J?unkia,

ODafct,

normal (2n = 40) and variation (2n = 20) metnphase

respectively.
Figs. 43-47. -

Ji'. subcordata var. cordifolia, normal (2n = 00) and variation (2n = ~oR,

65, 70, 12G) metaphase respectively.
Figs. 48-Gl. -

Oonvallaria

majali.~,

normal (2n = il6) and variation (2n = 26. :Wl me-

taphase respectively.
(Chromosomes with secondary constrictions are drawn in outlhw).
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all multiples of six, it was suggested (SHARMA and GHOSH, 1954) that
the multiplication pos1-1ibly involved only six members of the basic set,
the number six being regarded as the basic number in this genus by
those who have worked on it. Even in this case, it was thought that such
abnormalities could only be effective if they could survive and enter
into the formation of germ cells. It will be seen later, specially in view
of the suggestion put forward in Caladiu;m bicolor and several other
species, that these abnormalities may have a profound significance in
speciation, being not necessarily dependent on sexual reproduction.
Another similarly interesting case was noted in Cornmclina ze·brina
(SHARMA, published much later in 1955b), where meiosis was highly
irregular and propagation was chiefly carried out through vegetative
means. The individuals studied by the author showed the presence of
abnormal nuclei, differing mainly from the normal one in structural
details of chromosomes, along with the normal nuclei in the root-tip
cells. This particular species had been previously investigated by
DARLI~GTON (1929), the meiotic data collected by whom did not coincide
with those of the present author. It was then suggested by the latter
that the individuals obsened by DARLINGTON possessed a different
karyotype and that the possibility of the origin of different types in
nature was provided by the chromosomal abnormalities present in the
P.M.C.s and their possible entrance into the gametes. Because of the
outlook prevailing then, sole emphasis was put on sexual reproduction
in accounting for origin of different forms and no other significance of
the abnormalities in the somatic nuclei was thought of. It may be noted
that such abnormal cases, so far recorded, are all found in plants
propagating mainly through vegetative means.
In course of investigations on Ca.ladium bicolorJ undertaken much
later in this laboratory, the Rame phenomenon was ob!'lerYed in quite .1
large number of nuclei, as has been pointed out previously. The gro!'ls
Rimilarities in the karyotypes of the individual varieties and a.Iso the
faet that an abnormal type of chromosome in one species Waf'! found to
become a normal type in another, led them to conclude that they might
have a profound role in speeiation, brought about through some special
means, being not necessarily dependent on sexual reproduction.
It was then suggested (SHARMA and DAs, 1954) that if such abnormal
nuclei might be considered to be present in the growing region of the
daughter corm as well, and to enter into the formation of the daughter
corm, then the latter might give rise to individuals, different from the
parental type in phenotypic characters as well as in chromosome com-
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plement. The difference in normal chromosome set between the daughter·
and the parental types would depend on the type of abnormal nuclei
of the latter, which would enter into the formation of the former.
This contention was specially evidenced by the fact that a particular abnormal chromosome type of one variety was found to be
a normal one of the other. Such a contention would also account for
the origin of so many varieties of Caladium bicolor in nature, specially
in view of its ineffective sexual reproduction. Lastly, the most important
of all, was the fact that this suggestion provided an explanation for the
regular occurrence of such abnormal phenomenon in this species.
Plate II

PLATE

l!'igs. 1-5. -

Normal (2n

Plate III

II - SomaUc variation in Scilla arnethystina

=

Pr.ATE

Figs. 1-7. -

24) and variation (2n

=

24, 25, 24, 26) metaphase respectively.

III - Somatic variation in Dioscoreaceae

Dioscorea alata, metaphase stages with 30, 40, 50, 70, 38, 55 and 66 chromo-

somes respectively.

In view of this suggestion put forward in C. bicolor) the significance
of all such cases met with in Co-rmnelina zebrina and other plants become
quite apparent. For example, the origin of different forms of C. zebrina
(noted by DARLINGTON and the present author) need not necessarily be
dependent on effective sexual reproduction, which is quite a rare phenomenon in this species, but rather they may come up, arising through
karyotypic changes in the somatic nuclei and their subsequent entrance
into the growing tip of the daughter branch. Evidences of such karyotypic changes in the vegetative tissue are already on record in this
species. This provides them with an additional method of speciation,
a method not dependent on sexual reproduction.
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It may be noted here that though the abnormalities in the somatic

nuclei involved both the numerical and structural alterations in chromosomes, the different varieties of individuals in most cases revealed >1
regular chromosome number, though of course, differing in karyotypes.
This may be explained on the basis that in most cases, among the
structurally and numerically changed nuclei, the chances of survival
and entrance into the growing tip in case of the former type is more in
comparison to that of the latter. This is because, being regular at
least in number and consequently the genic set-up being more towards
the normal nuclei, they may survive in competition with nuclei where
even the chromosome numbers are abnormal. It is well-known that
more the abnormality, the less i!'l the chance of survival. However,
there were also cases, where even nuclei with abnormal number of chromosomes were found to survive, giving rise to new species, which will
be cited later.
A question may be raised regarding the factors responsible for such
abnormal behaviour of chromosomes. Environmental factors no doubt
may play some important role in causing their origin and an observation
of the frequency of their occurrence in individuals, collected from different types of habitat and experimental conditions, may throw some
light in this direction. It may further be argued that this abnormal
behaviour in nuclei may be a character controlled by the genes, which is
being maintained and reproduced from generation to generation, being
an effective means of speciation, specially under adapted (vegetative)
methods of their cultivation. In any ca!'le, it cannot be denied that no
dear insight has yet been obtained as to the causal factors responsible
for such phenomenon a:nd whatever suggestions are put forward, they
will lie at a comparatively speculative level. Whatever might be the cau~e
leading to their production, it is apparent, specially after investigations
on Caladium bicolor) that such somatic abnormaHties should be conside-

PLAUJ

Figs. 1-3. -

Gornnzelina zebrina

IV

(2n = 24), somatic metaphase plates with different

karyotypes.
Figs. 4-Sa. -

Caladium bico-101· var. 1;erschaf!eUii: normal somatic metaphase (2n = !!8),

idiogram, variation (2n = 28, 28, 30, 32) metaphases and the change undergone in
each plate respectively.

Plate IV
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red as possibly of utmost importance to the species concerned, partieularly in view of their potentialities in the origin of new species. The
results also revealed that earlier reports of such abnormalities, which
were supposed to be of not mueh consequence before, should be given
proper empha.Ris aml might he regarded as evidences in support of thP
hypothesis outlined above.

FURTHER

EYIDE~CES

GATHEHED WITH THE

I~ITIATION

OF A DIFFERENT OUTLOOK

'Vith the gradual realization of the significance of this phenomenon
in speciation, researches were gradually extended to include a large
number of species belonging to Aroideae, Amaryllida(•eae, Liliaceae and
Dioscoreaceae, the results of all of which have already been published
by the author and his Rtudents (SHARl\IA and GHOSH, 1954; SHARMA and
BAL, 1954; SHARMA and BHATTACHARYYA, 19:-H-; SHARMA and DE, 1955;
:MooKER..TEA, 19:>!5a, b) c). 'Vhile selecting plants for investigation,
empha.sis was laid on plantN, cultivatPd mainly through vegetative
means. This mode of making a ehoi<·e did not prove to be very much
difficult as practically all the species of these families are cultivated
through vegetative means. In case of Aroids, their cultivation, as has
been pointed out, is mainly done for the ornamentation of the leaves
and flowering in this family is not seen to occur regularly. Our experiences have shown that even of the species which produce flowers, some
are absolutely sterile in the sense that sex organs a.re not formed, or if
formed, production of sterile sporeN is the rule in majority of them.
However, this does not in any way lessen the importance of these
species in eultivation, a!'l their vahw in horticulture is solely dependent
on the charaders of the leaves and not of the flowers. ThiR is thP reason
why such sterile plants stand the selection of horticulturists.
In the other two families, namely, Liliaceae and Amaryllidaeeae,
however, most of the species form flowers regularly and their preference
in horticulture is controlled by their floral characters. It needs special
mention that though the Lilies and Amaryllids provide species which
flower regularly, yet seed-setting is absent in majority of them. It is
interesting to record that such sexual sterility is not at all traceable to
factors in P.:M.C.s, as the chromoRomeN of the latter show regular
behaviour i.n general. The sterility may either he attributed to abnorm-
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alities in the embryo-sac-mother cells (not yet explored), or to some
genic causes. It is to be noted that though the economic value of these
species mainly depend on the production of better types of flowers, for··
mation of regular sex organs and seed-setting are not regarded as very
important criteria of their selection. This is principally due to the fact
that the horticultural value of the flowers is judged specially by the
Plate IV (cuutiuued)
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petal characters whose specialization and duplieation, in certain cases,
are often produced at the cost of transformation of the essential sex
organs. Further, even in cases where regular seeds are obtained, vegetative reproductio being a much :more rapid, and hence efficient method
of propagation, this mode is practised by the horticulturists. Such 11
practice has naturally resulted in a complete neglect of the factors
necessary for the formation of regular sex organs. Dioscoreas too, as
is well-known, are mainly propagated through their bulbils.

Plate IV (continued)
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Plate IV (continued)

Figs. 9-12. -

00;ladium bicolor var. vcrschaffeltii, variation metaphases (2n =

nt, 32, 32,

32) and the changes undergone in each plate respectively.
Figs. 13-15. -

0. bicolor var. chantini, somatic metaphase (2n = 28), idiogram and

variation (2n = 27, 30) metaphases respectively.
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It is significant that these observations have distinctly revealed that

of the large number of species so far tried, practically speaking about
all, with the exception of only a few, showed the presence of abnormal
nuclei along with the normal ones in the somatic cells. No regularity
could be noticed in this abnorma,l behaviour and the chromosomes
affected might be of any number. This made the range in variation of
chromosome number in somatic cells quite a high one. As was the ca.<;je
with the previous works, not only the number but in most cases, the
structure of chromosomes al~o were involved, thus representing karyotypes of varied constitution in the same tissue. It is to be noted that
change of karyotypes in nudei with normal number of chromosomes
could only be detected if the change involved was of a major type. It
seemed that in addition to those which could be detected, a number of
other nuclei were present, which were also different in karyotype from
the normal one, but the difference was too low to be immediately checked
under the microscope.
The table below (pag. 110) gives an estimate of the number of l'>pecies invel'>tigated hy the author and his students and found to behave in
the so-called «abnormal>> way. Coloca..~ia a;ntiquorum has been included
within this list as individuals with different chromosome numbers were
obtained.
I.KI<'ERENCES 1.1'HOM THE AVAILABLE DATA
AND HELEVANT INSTANCES IN SL"PPORT 01!' THE CONCEPT

One distinct feature that emerges from the above collection of
reports iA the fact that in most of the cases, the abnormalities mainly
involve the number, associated with perceptible structural changes in
some cases. Though quite a number of individuals of the same species
were observed, a regularity in the chromosome number of the normal
nuclei were noted in majority of them. To be more precise, the difference
between species and species is solely a matter of karyotype difference
involving the structure of chromosomes and not the number in most
eases. An explanation for this has already been offered in the preceding
part, that is, there is less chance of survival of nuclei with abnormal
number in competition with the normal ones.
Figs. 10-22. -

Oalatliurn bicolor var. unidentifie(l : somatic metaphase with 30, 29, :10. 32,

33, 29 and 28 chromosomes respectively.

Plate IV

(conttnued)
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It needs emphasis in this regard that though the abnormal alterations in the cells have been found to involve more the nu:mber than the
structure of chromosomes, the data presented in the table should not
be considered to be absolutely accurate. Structural alterations involving
Table indicating the number of 8pecies 8howing 8Uch peculiar beha'v1our

I. Comtnelinaoeae

No.

1

N arne of species

Normal
somatic
number

Abnormalities in chromo;;ome
number and structurP

Commelina zebt·ina

Plant type I
Plant tyve 2

24
24
(but of
uifferent
karyotypes)

2! with different karyotype

II. Aroideae

No.

2

3
4
G

Name of species

Normal
somatic
number

Caladium bicolor
a) var. 1JerschajJettii

28 anu 28

b) var. chantini
c) var. unidentified

28
28

Anthm·ium leuconeurum
A. pulchellum

35
63

6

Rhod'ospatha blanda
Diejfenbachia sp. II

7

Colocasia antiquorum

Abnormalities in chromo;;ome
number and structure

i'iG

I26

(of different karyotypes)
30 and 30 (of different lmryotypes)
3I, 32 and 32 (of different
karyotypes)
27,30
29, 30, 32, 33, 28 (of n tlifferent karyotypf')
3I
i:i6 and 56 (of different karyotypes)
48, 56 + 6F, 56 + 3F, 61. 63
75, 118

(unidentified)
a) Plant type I
b) Plant type II

8

Caladium sp.

9

Philodendron radiatum
'l'homsonia nepalensis

IO

(unidentifieu)

42

I4
28

28

I4, 28 and 28 (of different kuryotypes), 29, 30
32 +IF
14, 28 (of different karyotypes) and 35 +IF
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III. Liliaceae
No.

~ame

of species

11

Scilla amethystina

12

Hemerocallis Dwnortierii

Plant type I
Plant type II

Normal
somatic
number

Abnormalities in chromosome
number and structure

24

24

22

20, 30, 38

(with different karyotypes), 2.:i, 26

22

(different
karyotypes)

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

H. tulva, var. rosea
H. fulva, var. maculata
H. au1·antiaca-major

2'2

H. Thttnbergii
H. sirius
11. citrina
H. Iris Perry
H. Imperator

22
22
22
22

Plant type I
Plant type II

21
22

H. siberica
11. Arjttn

Plant type I
Plant type II

33

22

22
22

(different
karyotypes)
33
22
22

11
:J2, il4
20, 21 and 21 (of different
karyotypes), 26
20 and 21
20 and 23
11, 18, 20
11, 14
16

31
16, 20

(different
karyotypes)

23

H. Manorama

24

Plant type I
Plant type II
Hemerocallis sp.

25

26
27

Fttlllcia ovata
F. subcord>a.ta, var. corrlifolia
Convalla1·ia majalis

22
24

24

33
40

34

60

36

20
58, 65, 70, 125
26 :md 3!
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IV. A.marylliflacea.c

No.

28
29
30
:Jl

···•1
~~8

:-m
40
H

42
43
44
4;)

4G
47
48
4fl

;;o
:;1

Name of species

'l'ulbaghia- violacea
Nothoscordurn tragrans
Sternbergia lutea
Amaryllis Johnstonii hybrid I
A.. Johnstonii hybrid II
Gyrtanthus Ifata lily
Hyrnenocallis Galathina
H. Sulphur Queen
H. Daphne
H. Han·isianaJI. littoralis
H. rotata
H. senegarnbica
Haemanthus Kalbreyeri
Eucharis granfliflora
Habranthus robustus
I,ycoris radiata
Hippeastrum stylosurn
H. vittatum
H. rutilum
H. «Mrs. Garfield»
H. Giwnt hybrid <<Romola>>
H. Oiant hybrid « Pertima >>
Sprekelia formosissirna
Grimtn~ Kunthianum
G.
G.
G.
G.
C.
G.

powclli album
abyssinicum,
~·cylarnicurn

amrnachoroides
namaquense
t·attrayi

Normal
somatic
number
12
16
20
44
22

20
74
74

44
44
44
44
48
18
44
48

6 and 24
17 and 19
22
i'k'l, 40, 46
10, 11, 12, 24
Hi
24, 49, 62, Gel, 64. 76, 77
:17' 59, 63, 66, 76

42, 54, 57, (}(), 72, 78
22 + 1<', 00, 76, 88, 92
11, 46
46
r.o and 68
lii, 16 + F, 17, 17 + F, 18
2F', 20, 20 + F, 21
as, 48, 51, :.2

+

36
lG, 22·, 2.3, 32

22
44
49
22
44
44
116

22
22
22
22

22
22

G. lonyifolimn
G. Jfrs. Bosanquot

22

no
G1

Zephyranthcs mesoch/oa

48

59

Abnormalities in chromosome
number and structure

11,28
22,

as,

45

48, 52
12, 22 (with different karyotypes)
i34
:18
58
10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20,
2iJ, 24, 2.)
18, 21
11, 12. 13, 15, 20
16, 20, 23

20,21
17, 18, 20
15, 15 + 3F, 17, 23 + 1<', 30,
32, 32 + 3F, :11, 33 + 2~".
11, 14, 14 + F, 15, 19, 23
13, 1;:;, 18, 19, 20 + 1<' 20 + 2F,
21
42, 48 (altered karyotype), GO
66, i2
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'Only major segments of chromosomes could only be detected in the slides,
and as such, a number of metaphase plates with normal chromosome
number but with minor karyotypic differences had to be left out. A
detailed investigation on this aspect in each a.nd every species is scheduled to be carried out lator.
But cases were also recorded where the abnormal numbers produced
did !'mrvive in competition with the normal ones. It may be detected
from the table that of the two individuals of Hemerocallis Manorama
inYestigated, one was found to possess twenty-four and the other twentytwo chromosomes. Significantly, however, it was also observed that
the type with twenty-two chromosomes showed twenty-four chromosomes
in its abnormal nuclei. This is a fact which suggested the origin of the
type with twenty-four chromosomes from that with twenty-two, through
the entrance of the abnormal nuclei into the growing tip and their
subsequent formation of the growing bulbs. Though :flowering was
noted, seed-formation was never observed in H. Manorama.
In this connection, it may be noted that some of the species
investigated here showed the normal somatic number of chromosomes
as different from the ones reported by previous authors. For example 1
Hymcnocallis calathina and H. littoralis· showed seventy-four and
forty-four chromosomes respectively as against Sato's report of sixty
and forty-six chromosomes. In the same family, Eucooris grandiflora
and Hippeastrum rutilttm revealed forty-four and forty-nine chromosomes, as against sixty-eight and forty-four in individuals investigated
by SATO (1942). Similarly, another species, namely Scilla autumnalis
and Scilla pratensis, investigated by the present author 1955, showed
twenty-eight and twenty-eight chromosomes respectively in somatic cells,
whereas twenty-nine and twenty-six were observed by SATO. It is also
worth noting that HEITZ (1926) reported the diploid chromosome number
'Of 8. autttmnaUs as twenty-four to twenty-eight.
Furthermore, it is significant to note that in Scilla pe-rmixta different individuals were found by SATO (1936) to possess different chromosome numbers. Similar is the case with S. ttghii noted by the same
author. In Scilla indica too, RAGHAVAN and VENKATASUBBAN (1939)
report similar observation.s .
. Such discrepaneies in observation and the occurrence of different
chromosome numbers in different individuals of the same species, it may
be stated, provide further evidenc-es of the contention put forward by
by the author in the preceding part. The origin of these varying types
in a single species, differing from each other in chromosome number,
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ma.r be assumeu to have arisen through such alterations in the vegetatiYe
tissue and their subsequent entrance into the growing points giving rise
to the daughter bulbs. Plants reproducing principally through sexual
means are much more stable in their behaviour and such variabilities are
not commonly met with in them, specially in view of the gametic
nonviability caused following irregular behaYiour. Further, the origin
of these types through sexual means seem to be absolutely 1·emote,
particularly considering the practically complete sexual sterility noted
in most of them.
Further, as the inYestigations were continued for about two to
three years, individuals of each species could be studied in consecutive
years. It was noted in some cases, specially in the different species of
Hemerocallis) that the karyotype of an individual drawn in the first
year was not identical with that of the new daughter bulb obtained and
observed in the second year. This distinctly indicates the role of chromosomal changes of the vegetative tissue in causing the origin of new
forms.
In the case of Dioscorea alata) even in the same species, different
individuals with different chromosome numbers were noted. It should
he mentioned in this connection that an individual of D. alata) growing
in our College Compound, yielded a. number of bulbils, whkh were
collected and grown in subsequent years in the experimental plot:o;. This
mother plant, as noted by the author, was never seen to bloom within
the last five to six years. The indh·iduals grown from the bulbils were,
therefore, all the descendants from this parental type, not orig·inating,
of course, through sexual reproduction. Slight differences in leaf
character between one species and another were noted. The presence of
different chromosome numbers in the normal nuclei, constituting in this
case, a polyploid series in separate individuals, clearly suggesterl the
role of somatic abnormalities in the production of varied forms. As
abnormalities were noted in the somatic tissue (root-tips of the hnl hil),
it may be suggeste-d that these affect the tissues of the bulbil as well
and thus result into individuals with distinct chromosome constitution.
It has already been emphasized that in the different species reproducing through vegetative means, some of them, specially those belonging
to Liliaceae and Amaryllidaceae, regularly produce flowers, whereas
flowering is scarcely observed in those belonging to Aroideae and ahlO
the species of Dioscorea. investigated. A query may be raised regarding
the cause of such differential bahaviour in thrse two categories of plants,
when both of them reproduce vegetatively and speciation, as assumed,
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is affected in both cases through vegetative reproduction. The question
that is posed is this- «why the chromosomal abnormalities, which a.re
responsible for the loss of blooming capacity in one, are not so in
the other? >>
In reply, it may be said that most of these plants are cultivated for
horticultural purposes and their survival depends on their suitability
for horticulture. Lilies and Amaryllids are cultivated for their flowers
and obviously, any abnormality which would result in the loss of blooming capacity, would not be favoured in .selection. In other words, new
type~ haYing no flowering capacity would gradually be eliminated by
selection of horticulturists. ObYiously therefore, the plants of this
group that we see around us, owe their origin to nuclei, where structural
changes involved chromosomes, not concerned with the genes necessary
for flowering. In cases where these particular chromosomes were
involved, the plants originating thereby were eliminated during
selection.
Similar is the case with Aroids, but here the main cha.racter
concerned does not involve the flowers, but rather the leaves, for which
they are cultivated. Nuclei, and hence the resulting plants, having any
change in chromosome complement causing improvement of leaf character, would he judicially selected by the cultivators, irrespective of the
fact that the change might simultaneously be associated with los~ of
flowering.
OUTLINE OF THE CO~CEPT

Taking all the aboYe evidences in to acco11nt, it may bf' concluded
therefore that speciation in plants which are propagated mainly through
vegetative means, may be brought a.bont through an additional means
which involves ehanges in the somatic tissue. For plants which repro
duce both through sexual and vegetatiw means, the process provides
them with an additional method of speciation, but for those which
reproduce absolutely through vegetatiYe means, the suggested method
may possibly be their only means of speciation. S.uch changes in somatic
cells may involve alteration in either structure or number of chromosomes or both. The nuclei thus changed, being present in the growing
tip of the daughter bulb or corm as the case may be, can give rise
to new individuals, much different from the parental stock. The diff·
erence at the onset may lie at the varietal level, but continued accumulation of such differences through such repeated processes, may result
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in individuals so different from the original stock as to be considered
as distinct species by themselves. In this process, a relevant point to
be noted is the fad that of the abnormal nuclei giving rise to new formH,
the ones in which structural changes are involved are more preferred in
nature than those involving alterations in chromosome number. This
is because the structurally altered types are nearer the normal ones than
the numerically altered ones. It is the means through which innumerable species of Aroideae, Liliaceae, Amaryllidaceae, Dioscoreaceae, etc.
may be assumed to have evolved, being specialized in divergent diree
tions. No doubt primitive genera of all these families had the capacity
of sexual reproduction at the onset. But continued cultivation through
vegetative means, which is quite a 4'apid method of propagation, is
responsible for their speciation through such a specialized method. This
is the fador whkh has contributed to the success of these genera- a
success well-illustrated -in their large numbers of specief'l and Yarieties.
The members of the genera differ from each other mainly in structure
and sometimes in number of chromosome~. Best examples are provided
by species and varieties of Caladium_, Heme1·ocallis) Hymenocallis) et<-.
PLATE

Figs. 1 and 2. -

V - Son-,atic rariation in other Aroids.

Anthtu'ium lenconeururn,, normal (2n

= 35) and variation (2n = 31)

meta phases.
Figs. 3-5. -

A. pulchellum, normal (2n = 03) and variation (2n = 50 and 56) metaphases

respectively.
Figs. 6-12. 56

Rhodospatha b!anda, normal (2n

+ 3F,

61, 63, 56

Figs. 13 and 14. -

+ F)

= 50), and variation

(2n

= 48, 56 + 6F,

metaphases respectively.

Oolocasia a-ntiquomrn, metaphases with 42 (Type I) and 14 (Type II)

chromosomes respectively.
Figs. 13 and 14. -

Oolocasia- antiquorum, metaphases with 42 (Type I) and 14 (Type II)

chromosomes respectively.
Figs. 15-20. -

Oalad-ium sp., normal (2n = 28) and variation (2n = 14, 28, 28, 29, 30)

metaphases respectively.
Figs. 21 and 22. -

Philodendron mdiatum, normal (2n

= 32) and variation

(2n

= 32 +

l!')

metaphases respectively.
Figs. 23-21). 35

Thomscmia nepalensis, normal

(2n = 28) and variation (2n = 14, 28,

+ F) metaphases respectively.

Figs. 2i-29. -

Dieffenbachia sp. II, normal

(2n

= 126) and variation (2n = 118, 75)

metaphases respectively.
IChromosomes with secondary constrictions drawn in outline).
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It is obvious that such a method provides them with a much more effec-

tive means of speciat1on in comparison to the method prevailing in
sexueally reproducing plants where a number of subtle factors are to be
satisfied for the production of the next generation. Another relevant
conclusion which has been arrived at is that regarding the type of
phenotypic changes caused by such unconventional behaviour. It has
been suggested that as there is no preference for a particular type of
chromosomes to be involved in such alterations, any character may be
affected. The presence or absence of :flowering capacity in different
genera is the result of selection in desired direction. A law may therefore
be postulated as thus : « Speciation in vegetatively reproducing plants is
effected through the entrance of somatic alterations of chromosomes into
the growing tip of the daughter shoots>>.

MODE OF UPKEEP OF THID NUCLEO-CYTOPLASMIC BALANCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL

Another issue requiring discu~sion is the way through which such
abnormalities persist in the tissue, keeping the normal nucleo-cytoplasmic balance of the individual. In sexually reproducing plants, as is
well-known, such irregular behaviour is scarcely noted, except in cases
of polysomaty. If at all they do occur, they possibly cannot stand
PLATE

Figs. 1 and 2. Figs. 3-5. -

VI - Somatic variation in Amaryllids

Tulbaghia violacea, variation metaphase (2n = 24 and 6).

Nothoscordum fragrans, normal

(2n = 16) and variation

(2n = 17, 19)

metaphases respectively.
Figs. 6 and 7. -

Sternbergia lutea, normal (2n = 20) and variation (2n = 22) metaphase

respectively.
Figs. 8-11. -

Amaryllis Johnstonii, hybrid I, normal (2n

=

=

38,

= 10,

11,

44) and variation (2n

40, 46) metaphases.
Figs. 12-16. -

A. Johnston.z'i, hybrid II, normal (2n

=

22) and variation (2n

12, 24) metaphases.
Figs. 17 and 18. -

Oyrtathus lfata lily, normal (2n = 20) and variation (2n = 16)

metaphases.
Figs. 19-26. -

HymenocaUis oalathina, normal

(2n = 74) and variation (2n = 29, 49,

62, 64, 76, 77) metaphases respectively.
Figs. 27-31. -

H. sulphur Queen, normal (2n = 74) and variation (2n = 37, (')3, 66, 76)

metaphases respectively.
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competition with the normal cells in most cases as regards their entrance
into the germ cells are concerned. In the plants reproducing through
vegetative means here investigated, it has been recorded that in the cases
where flowering is noted, survival of such irregularities upto the P.M.O.
stage is not observed, and if at all they do survive, the phenomenon is of
no consequence as sexual sterility is the rule there (for example, Oommelina zebrina) Caladium bicolor). The problem is, however, a bit different.
And that is, how such abnormalities which occur in quite a large number
of nuclei in these specialized groups of plant, are maintained in the
vegetative tissue? This apparently should cau.se disturbance in the
nucleo-cytoplasmic balance of individual cells, thus affecting to a great
degree the harmonious development of the plant and its organs.
A suggestion, however, may be offered as to the mechanism and
possible factors controlling their persistence. It is well-known that in
all the organisms, there is always a subtle ratio existing between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm in each and every cell of an organism, which
collectively in their turn, control the metabolism, and development of
the individual as a whole. The ratio involves mainly the nucleo-protein
balance as well as other vital constituents of the cell. It may besuggested here that in plants reproducing through sexual means 1 this
Figs. 32-36. -

Eucharis grandifiora, normal (2n = 44) and variation (2n = 38, 48, :-il

and 52) metaphases respectively.
Figs. 37 and 38. -

HabranUvus robustus, normal (2n = 48) and variation (2n = 36)

metaphases respectively.
Figs. 39-43. -

Lycoris radiata, normal (2n = 33) and variation (2n = Hi, 22, 25 and 32)

metaphases respectively.
Figs. 44-46. -

Hippeastrurn, sty!osurn,, normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 11. 28) me-

tapbases respectively.
Figs. 47-50. -

H. vittatwm, normal (2n

=

44) and variation (2n

=

22, 38, 45) metaphases

respectively.
Figs. 51-53. -

H. cc Mt·s. Gnrfield », normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 12, 22) meta-

phases respectively.
Figs. 54-56. -

H. ruti!um, normal (2n = 49) and variation

(2n = 48, 52) metaphases

respectively.
Figs. 57 and 58. -

H. Giant hybrid cc Pertima », normal

(2n = 44) and variation

(2n = 38) metapbases respectively.

Figs. 59 and 60. -

Spreke!ia tormosissima, normal (2n

metapbases respectively.

=

116) and variation (2n

=

:-iS)
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balance between the nucleus and the cytoplasm is quite a subtle one and
must be in existence in each and every cell taken separately. Any chromosomal abnormalities or changes may naturally cause a disturbance in
the cell affected, and as such, if produced, these are generally eliminated
due to their injurious effect.
In vegetatively propagated plants, on the other hand, it may be
contended that the nucleo-cytoplasmic balance is maintained in a different way, much different in its fundamentals from that of plants
reproducing through sexual means. This difference is attributable to
their specialized method of reproduction, which in some cases, is even
associated with complete elimination of sexual reproduction (for
example, Dieffe·nbachia sp.). It is quite likely that in these cases the
nucleo-cytoplasmic balance is maintained, not within the individual
cells, but within the entire tissue taken as a whole. To be more accurate,
the mechanism is here less subtle than that in sexually reproducing
plants and an exact ratio is not necessarily to be maintained between
the nucleus and cytoplasm in individual cells of their tissues. No doubt
a ratio is there, which is exact for the species, but that exactitude is
just to be maintained by the entire tissue concerned, irrespective of the
slight increase or deficiency in its different constituent cells. The consequences of chromosomal abnormalities are well~known. An irregularity
such as that of non-disjunction, - a phenomenon which is practically
solely responsible for the increase or decrease in chromosome numbers, - results in an increase in chromatin content or nuclear content
in one of the daughter cells, with a simultaneous decrease in the other.
That is, a decrease in nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio in one is always associated with an increase in the other. If then the constitution of the two
daughter cells be taken as a whole, the exact balance is no doubt maintained. The absolute amount remains the same in all cases, in view of
the fact that structural changes involve only rearrangement and
numerical changes, a deficiency counterbalanced by a simultaneous
increase.
Thus while such irregularities occur in different cells of the tissue,
the nucleo-cytoplasmic balance is in no way hampered and is maintained
with accuracy in the entire organ, the deficiency in some of its constituents being counterbalanced by an increase in the other. It may be
emphasized that in this group of plants, which reproduce through
vegetative means, an exact nucleocytoplasmic balance of the entire tissue
(and not of the individual cells) behaving as a unit by itself, is of vital
importance. This provides them with no difficulty in maintaining the
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abnormal nuclei within the vegetative tissue, which in fact, are of
utmost importance to them in effecting speciation in an efficient way. In
this connection it will not be irrelevant to point out the observations of
THERMAN and TIMONEN (1951) in recent years, who have recorded such
inconstancy in chromosome number in human brain cells, putting
forward to some extent a similar type of explanation.
Such a convenient method of origin of different types, without
necessarily involving sexual reproduction finds to some extent parallel
in lower plants, specially in the Pteridophytes*, as revealed by
MANTON (1950) in her excellent treatise on the group. Apomixis is also
not unknown in higher plants, but to speak the truth such types of phenomena can be compared neither with the case in Pteridophyta nor with
that of apomictic angiosperms. The only point of similarity between
these processes lie.s in their less reliance on sexual means for propagation. Otherwise they differ in a number of fundamentals.

SCOPE

A:I\"'D

LIMITATIONS

OF

THE CONCIDPT

Lastly, the author wishes to state that he is fully aware of the
comparatively meagre data that has been presented in support of the
concept outlined. He, however, appeals to the reader to treat it with
sympathetic forbearance in view of the fact that at least a plausible
explanation has been offered for such unconventional behaviour in this
category of plants. No doubt, more evidences would be needed te
establish the ideas put forward and the concept at present is to be
treated in the form of a hypothesis, the validity of which is yet to be
fully tested.
In order to fill up the most significant lacuna in the concept, experimental attempts are needed involving irradiation and such other experiments. It has been demonstrated in recent years that irradiation causes
not only mutation of genes, but also gross chromosomal rearrangements
(Vide LEA, 1949). The same is true for a number of chemicals too (LEVAN,
1949 ; CARR, 1950). The most significant effect of irradiation involves
fragmentation and translocation of chromosome parts in addition to
causing all other types of chromosome abnormalities known so far in
cytology.
* Since this paper went to Press, it has been noted that in Ferns too, similar
abnormalities persist

(SHARMA

and

MAJUMDAR -

Sci. Cult., 21: 338-339, 1955).
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The discovery of the property of affecting chromosome structure and
behaviour of a number of chemical and physical agents have opened up
various avenues of research in cytology. The methods have been amply
utilized in solving some of the fundamental problems still remaining
unsolved. One of the most important of this type of achievements is
Plate VII

PLATES

Figs. 1 and 3-13. -

VII and VIII - Variation in somatic cells ot Orinurn.

Orinurn kunthianum, normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 10, 12, 13,

14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25) metaphases.
Figs. 14 and 15-17. -

0. powelli album, normal (2n = 22) and variation

<;n =

18, 21)

metaphases.
Figs. 18 and 20-25. -

(J. abyssinicum,

normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 11, 12, 13,

15, 20) metaphases respectively.
Figs. 26 and 28-31. 22) metaphases.

0. zeylanicum, normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 16, 20, 23,

Figs. 32 .and 34-35. metaphases.

0. ammocharoides, normal (2n

=

22) and variation (2n

=

20, 21)
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the solution of the proble.m of diffuse centromere raised by Camara in
Ltt.:::ula. Luzula at present has become a well-known genus to cytologi..;tfi:,
because of the sustained researches carried out by Camara and his
associates. It was originally claimed that the chromosomes of this
genus in all its various species are provided with centromeres not
localized, but diffuse. They further claim that speciation in this genu'5;
had been brought about through fragmentation of chromosomes. The
Pl!l'te VIII

Figs. 36 and 38-40. -

0. na-maquense, normal (2n

= 22)

and variation (2n

= 17,

18, 20)

meta phases.
Figs. 41 and 43-51- 0. rattrayii. normal (2n
17, 23

+ F,

30, 32, 32

Figs. 52 and 54-60. -

+ 3F,

33

+ 2F,

= 22)

and variation (2n

= 15,

15

+ 3F,

33) metaphases.

0. longijolium, normal (2n

= 22)

and variation (2n

= 11, 14, 14 + F,

15, 19, 23) metaphases.
Figs. 61 and G3-69. 18, 19, 20

+ F,

0. Jb's. Bosanquot, normal (2n

20

+ 2F

and 21) metaphases.

= 22)

and variation (2n

= 13,

15,
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theory for a long time remained at a speculative stage till experimental
attempts involving irradiation were made on plants and the subsequent
generations were noted. It was observed that the fragments arising as
an effect, behaved as definite chromosomes in the next generation, thus
providing concrete evidences of the role of this process in speciation.
Plate IX.

PLATES

IX, X and XI - Variation in somatic oeZZs of different in SomAJtio cells of different

Amaryllids.

Figs. 1-7. - Hymerwcallis Daphne, normal (2n = 22) and variation (2n = 88, 72, 70, 66,
57, 54, 42) metaphases respectively.
Figs. 8-11. - H. harrisiana, variation (2n = 92, 88, 76, 30, 22
metaphases respectively.
Figs. 12-14. -

H. littoralis, normal (2n

+

F) and normal (2n = 44)

= 44) and variation (2n = 46, 11) metaphases

respectively.

Similar experiments may be planned in the light of the observations
summarised above for the confirmation of the concept presented in the
preceding part. Investigations in this direction with some amount of
optimism have been started in this laboratory. There are a number of
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other problems which are yet to be solved. Firstly, nothing is yet known
as to the factors responsible for such specialized behaviour of chromosomes in this category of plants. No doubt, it is a genic one, but the
habitat factor may play a significant role in causing its appearance. The
control by the environment may not be absolute and only an acceleration
Plate X.

Figs. 14a and 15. -

HymenooaUis mtata, normal (2n = 44) and variation

(2n = 46) me-

taphases respectively.
Figs. 16-18. -H. senegambica, normal (2n
Figs. 18-27. 16

= 48)

Haemanthus KaZbreyerii, normal

and variation (2n

= 68,

50) metaphases.

(2n = 18) and variation (2n = 15, 16,

+ F, 17, 17 + F, 18 + 2F, 20, 19 + F, 21) metaphases respectively.

or retardation may be caused by environmental changes. All these i~sues
are yet to be clarified. A thorough investigation of different individuals
collected from diverse types of environment as well as of each and every
individual resulting from a ,single vegetative stock, are expected to yield
results, helpful to the solution of this problem.
Another issue which is pertinent to the problem is that regarding
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the chromosome structure of the nuclei which contain the normal
number. It has been pointed out before that the structural alterations
are met "'ith in lesser frequency than the numerical alterations, though
the role of the former in speciation is more than the latter. The different
species mainly differ with respect to their karyotypes, which sometimes
involve even the number. In this respect, the inadequacy of the data
presented has been pointed out by emphasizing that only the gross
structural changes which are easily detected under the microscope have
been recorded and the minor alterations have, to some extent, been overPlate XI.

Figs. 28-32. -

Zephyranthes mesochloa, normal (2n

= 48) and variation (2n = 60, 66.

72, 42) metaphases respectively.

looked. It is no doubt true, but a thorough scrutiny of all the normal
metaphase stages of each individual is desired to have a correct estimate
of the nuclei undergoing such structural changes. The data will be
highly significant in establishing the validity of the concept.
Further, it may be mentioned, that of the total number of YegetaJtiYely propagating plants existing in nature, only a fraction has been
worked out. More and more plants need to be investigated in future for
the elaboration of the ideas. In the execution of these plans, the
co-operation of my colleagues in India and abroad would be highly
appreciated. Lastly, it may be stated once more that perfection in this
theory is yet to be attained through criticisms and co-operation of future
workers.
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